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O
ver the past decade, great research
efforts have been directed at the
optimization of electrocatalysts for

energy conversion. Polymer electrolyte mem-
brane fuel cell (PEMFC) technology is a pro-
mising approach for the replacement of fossil
fuels with environmental friendly alter-
natives.1�8 Fuel cell performance, however,
depends strongly on the activity and stability
of the catalysts used at the electrodes. Con-
sidering the acid environment in a PEMFC, the
use of noble metal catalysts, such as Pt nano-
particles, appears indispensable. Platinum,
however, is very scarce. One of the solutions
to this problem is to reduce the amount of Pt
used by alloying it with transitionmetals.2,9�20

Using well-defined model systems
Stamenkovic etal.19 showed that thePt3Ni(111)
crystal surface exhibits 1 order of magnitude
higher oxygen reduction reaction (ORR)
activity compared to the Pt(111) crystal sur-
face and almost 2 orders of magnitude
higher activity compared to commercial Pt

nanoparticle (NP) catalysts supported on car-
bon. Single crystals, however, are not a viable
alternative to NP catalysts used in fuel cells.
Recently PtNi NP alloys with >50%Ni con-

tent have emerged as an attractive and
active bimetallic NP system for achieving
both high activity and stability while reduc-
ing the amount of Pt used.21�23 Due to the
high initial Ni content, usually the active
form of the catalyst is obtained through a
Ni dissolution process during an initial NP
dealloying step.24�27 Rudi et al.28 andWang
et al.23 investigated the electrocatalytic ac-
tivity of PtxNi1�x alloys with different initial
metal compositions, respectively. The authors
demonstrated a significant increase of ORR
activity of thebimetallic systemsused, as com-
pared to a Pt-based benchmark catalyst.
Furthermore, Wang et al.23 and Gan et al. 29,30

showed a significant dependence of the
structural properties of electrochemically trea-
ted binary nanoalloy particles on the initial
amount of the non-noble metal in them.
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ABSTRACT When exposed to corrosive anodic electrochemical environments, Pt alloy nanoparticles (NPs)

undergo selective dissolution of the less noble component, resulting in catalytically active bimetallic Pt-rich

core�shell structures. Structural evolution of PtNi6 and PtNi3 NP catalysts during their electrochemical activation

and catalysis was studied by in situ anomalous small-angle X-ray scattering to obtain insight in element-specific

particle size evolution and time-resolved insight in the intraparticle structure evolution. Ex situ high-energy X-ray

diffraction coupled with pair distribution function analysis was employed to obtain detailed information on the

atomic-scale ordering, particle phases, structural coherence lengths, and particle segregation. Our studies reveal a spontaneous electrochemically induced

formation of PtNi particles of ordered Au3Cu-type alloy structures from disordered alloy phases (solid solutions) concomitant with surface Ni dissolution,

which is coupled to spontaneous residual Ni metal segregation during the activation of PtNi6. Pt-enriched core�shell structures were not formed using the

studied Ni-rich nanoparticle precursors. In contrast, disordered PtNi3 alloy nanoparticles lose Ni more rapidly, forming Pt-enriched core�shell structures

with superior catalytic activity. Our X-ray scattering results are confirmed by STEM/EELS results on similar nanoparticles.
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Similarly, Carpenter et al.21 found a strongmorphology
change of electrochemically treated PtxNi1�x nano-
particles as a function of Pt/Ni reactant ratios. Cui
et al.31�33 very recently succeeded in the preparation
of a dealloyed octahedral Pt�Ni nanoparticle electro-
catalyst, which performed more than tenfold more
active for the oxygen reduction reaction than a state-
of-art Pt nanoparticle catalyst. STEM analysis showed
that the exceptionally active octahedral particles
underwent a severe change in morphology toward
dealloyed concave Pt�Ni octahedra. On the basis of
the results of electrochemical experiments, Hasche
et al.34,35 concluded that electrochemical dealloying
of homogeneous, Ni-rich, PtNi alloys results in a struc-
tural transformation to Pt-enriched nanoparticles con-
curring with a significantly increased ORR activity.
However, knowledge about the time evolution of the
structural and compositional changes in NPs during
the dealloying step is largely missing.36,37 In part, this
is due to the fact that many of the powerful surface
characterization techniques do not provide both
atomic-scale resolution and statistical accuracy. For
example, a large number of studies have employed
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) before and
after the NP electrochemical testing.15,34,38 Although
very useful for achieving atomic-level resolution, TEM
studies are limited in their statistical accuracy in a sense
that only a relatively small number of NPs are analyzed.
Statistically more representative results are obtained
when amuch larger ensemble of NPs is probed, as is the
case with X-ray scattering experiments.
In this study we report results from in situ and ex situ

studies on the structural transformations of Ni�Pt alloy
NPs under electrochemical operando conditions. Using
in situ anomalous SAXS (ASAXS)37,39 and ex situ high-
energy X-ray diffraction (HE-XRD) coupled with atomic
pair distribution function (PDF) analysis,40,46 we observe
an unusual structural transformation from chemically
disordered to ordered alloy nanophases accompanied
by a substantial increase in the catalytic activity. We
also observe that the formation of Ptmultilayer particle
shells22,23,38,47 is suppressed in NPs with high initial Ni
content. The volume-sensitive ASAXS and PDF are
powerful methods, but usually used as complementary
analytical tools to TEM.Our study shows that synchrotron-
based in situ and ex situ X-ray scattering techniques
such as ASAXS and HE-XRD can deliver unparalleled
insights into the structure and composition of Pt-based
electrocatalysts.
We have synthesized and selected28 two Pt�Ni alloy

NP catalysts, PtNi6 and PtNi3, and studied the structural
evolution of their catalytically active dealloyed state
using in situ ASAXS and ex situ HE-XRD-PDF analysis.
For each catalyst, we report X-ray scattering-based
structural results for the pristine NPs, followed by time-
resolved in situ ASAXS and ex situ PDF structural changes
upon electrochemical potential cycling activation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structural Characterization of Pristine Carbon Supported
PtNi6 NPs. In situ electrochemical ASAXS experiments
were carried out at the 7T-MPW-SAXS beamline at the
synchrotron facility BESSY II. We used two different
ASAXS data processing methods to extract the reso-
nant terms of scattering: the Stuhrmann method48,49

anda simplifiedbut veryefficient subtractionmethod.37,50

A detailed description of the two methods is given in
the Supporting Information. Both methods yielded
similar results. Particle sizes of Pt�Ni alloys were
estimated by collecting data for wave vectors q from
0.35 to 3.5 nm�1. The scattering from the carbon sup-
port grains (approximately 100 nm in size) appears at
much lower scattering wave vectors q, rendering the
simplified subtracting method very reliable.

Anomalous Pt andNi resonant ASAXS profiles of the
pristine PtNi6 NP catalyst (Figure S1a) were found to fit
well with a log-normal particle size distribution assum-
ing a spherical particle form factor. Information on NPs
sizes was extracted from the estimated element-
specific scattering curves by calculating the volume-
weighted correlation length diameters (2Rlc), where
Rlc = (2/3)lc = (2/3)ÆR4æ/ÆR3æ, Rlc is the correlation length
radius, and ÆRnæ is the nth moment of the size
distribution.51,52 In contrast to the mean value of a
distribution, the correlation length radius Rlc repre-
sents a more accurate estimate for the NP size, since
the latter is directly related to the correlation length lc,
which is a hypothesis-free characteristic constant ex-
tractable from ASAXS data without any a priori as-
sumptions. Moreover, Rlc is the volume-weighted size
parameter.

Figure 1. (a) Element-specific mean particle size distribu-
tion of pristine PtNi6/Vulcan catalyst: plotted are the best
probability density functionfits to the Pt (dotted line) andNi
(solid line) edge derived ASAXS profiles, obtained from
resonant ASAXS curves for Pt and Ni, respectively. (b) Com-
parison of mean particle sizes obtained by various techni-
ques employed in this study.
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The fits to the experimental scattering curves yielded
a characteristic diameter of 4.6( 0.1 nm for nickel and
3.6 ( 0.1 nm for platinum species (Figure 1a). These
values suggested a strong enrichment of Ni near the
surface of the alloy NPs, which is consistent with recent
STEM/EELS experiments.29 This observation did not
imply formation of a Ni shell surrounding a PtNi core.
Lab-based XRD patterns, shown in Figure S1b, suggest
that the pristine NPs represented a chemically homo-
geneous alloy between Pt and Ni: Broad reflections
appeared at Bragg angles between the theoretically
estimated positions of the Bragg peaks for pure bulk Pt
and Ni. Taking this information into account, a homo-
geneous alloy with a major amount of Pt atoms
distributed near the center of the particle and a minor
amount of noble metal near the surface could be
assumed. A homogeneous alloy structure was also
supported by the HE-XRD experiments, which are
introduced and discussed later in the article.

The particle size estimated from the lab-based
powder X-ray diffraction patterns using the Scherrer
equation53 is close to 4.3 ( 0.4 nm, which is in good
agreementwith the estimates of ASAXS. To cross check
the SAXS and in-house XRD results, we also conducted
TEM experiments (Figure S1c and d). Counting about
200 particles revealed a number-averaged particles
size of 3.2 ( 1.0 nm and a volume-averaged particle
size of 4.6 ( 1.0 nm. Figure 1b compares the particle
size estimates obtained from the various techniques
we employed. The differences are due to the different
averaging of the different techniques. TEM provides a
local particle number-averaged size that is limited by
the relatively small number of particles sampled. In
contrast, XRD and element-specific ASAXS yield particle-
volume-weighted particle sizes.52,54

Structural Evolution of PtNi6 NPs during Activation, Catalysis
and Potential Cycling. We investigated the structural
changes of PtNi6 NPs during an extensive electrochem-
ical potential cycling protocol involving activation,
ORR catalysis, and stability testing using in situ ASAXS
in liquid electrolyte. Figure 2a shows the time evolution
of the mean element-specific Pt edge and Ni edge
derived particle sizes as a function of the number of
potential cycles (scattering curves are shown in Figure
S2). Overall, Pt and Ni size distributions show only
moderate changes during potential cycling. Exposure
of PtNi6 alloy nanoparticles to acidic electrolyte leads
to a spontaneous dissolution of the low-coordinated Ni
atoms on the surface of particles, as indicated by a Ni
size distribution decreasing from 4.6( 0.1 nm (pristine
powder) to 3.9 ( 0.1 nm (0 CV, in situ ASAXS). In
contrast, the size distribution of the noble metal, Pt,
remains unchanged (3.6 ( 0.1 nm for pristine powder
and 3.6 ( 0.1 nm in the case of 0 CV, in situ ASAXS).

Potential cycling induced a Pt size distribution
increase from an initial value of 3.6 ( 0.1 nm to 3.8 (
0.1 nm. Over the first 500 cycles, however, the mean Ni

size distribution first dropped from 3.9 ( 0.1 nm to
3.6 ( 0.1 nm and then increased to 4.0 ( 0.1 nm,
indicating rapid initial Ni surface dissolution followed by
subsequent lattice expansion due to the structural trans-
formation from a Ni-rich solid solution to a Pt-enriched
Pt�Ni alloy phase with at least partial atomic ordering.
This hypothesis is confirmed byHE-XRD results discussed
below. One of the key conclusions from the comparison
of the twomeanelement-specific size distributions is that
throughout the electrochemical cycling and the concur-
rent loss of Ni, counterintuitively, the particles did not
formPt-enriched shells of any significant thickness. This
implies that Pt atoms initially dissolved in a Ni matrix
rearrange and form a more homogeneous structure
during the dealloying process. This is in line with a
recent STEM/EELS study of the dealloying behavior
of Ni-rich Pt:Ni 1:5 alloy nanoparticles.29

We investigated the structural changes of the PtNi6
nanoalloys using ex situ high-energy XRD experiments
coupled with an atomic PDF analysis of pristine and
electrochemically cycled samples. Atomic PDF analysis
has proven to be a very powerful tool for structural
characterization of NPs, yet has rarely been applied in
the realm of Pt alloy fuel cell catalyst research.

HE-XRD experiments were carried out on Pt�Ni NP
samples supported on carbon paper. The experiments
were done at the beamline 11-ID-C at the Advanced
Photon Source, Argonne, using X-rays of energy
115 keV (wavelength λ = 0.1080 Å). The use of higher
energy X-rays allows collecting data to higher wave
vectors, which is crucial for obtaining good-quality
atomic PDFs. With the present experiments XRD data

Figure 2. (a) Element-specific mean particle size evolution
during electrode potential cycling of the PtNi6 catalyst,
measured using in situ ASAXS, Pt-edge-derived mean size
(blackcircles), andNi-edge-derivedmeansize (green triangles).
(b) Experimental (black dots) andmodelfit atomic PDFs (red
lines) for pristine (bottom) and cycled/dealloyed (top) PtNi6.
Space group (S.G.) and unit cell parameters of the model
PDFs are provided for each data set. (c) Blown-up low-r part
of the atomic PDF data of the dealloyed PtNi6 catalyst
showing the presence of a low-r feature in the first PDF
peak that could be identified with the presence of Ni�Ni
bonds from Ni-rich domains. The PDF model (red line)
features a chemically ordered (S.G. Pm-3m) cubic lattice.
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up to wave vectors of 28 Å�1 were collected. The XRD
data were reduced to atomic PDFs, shown in Figure 2b,c.
The PDF of the fresh PtNi6 particles is well approxi-
mated with a model based on the face centered cubic
(fcc) lattice of Ni, where some Pt atoms are accommo-
dated in a random manner, resulting in a chemically
disordered, solid solution type single nanophase.

HE-XRD pattern of the dealloyed PtNi6 catalyst
shows a clear shift of Bragg peaks toward smaller
angles, which evidence an increase in the lattice param-
eter due to Ni dissolution (Figure S3). The experi-
mental PDFs G(r) of the pristine and dealloyed Pt�Ni
catalysts are shown in Figure 2b at bottom and top,
respectively. They were fit with models featuring a
chemically disordered (e.g., solid solution of Ni and Pt)
fcc-type structure as well as with a chemically ordered
cubic CuAu3-type structure (red lines). The pristine PDF
is consistent with a Pt�Ni solid solution structure,
while the atomic PDF for the dealloyed catalyst is well
fit using a chemically ordered cubic-type structure.
A surprising finding is that G(r) of the dealloyed
catalysts reveals a characteristic shoulder on the low
r side of the first major PDF peak (see Figure 2c), which
is consistent with Ni�Ni bond lengths suggesting an
appearance of Ni-rich domains.

Our HE-XRD and PDF analysis suggests that Pt and
nondissolved Ni atoms inside the particles rearrange
from a disordered solid-solution phase into an chemi-
cally ordered alloy phase in the course of the potential
cycling and Ni dissolution. To the best of our knowl-
edge, that is the first report on an electrochemically
induced chemical ordering of bimetallic NPs. As the
experimental data indicate, inside the particles, pure Ni
domains are very likely to have formed, due to Ni
segregation triggered by the dissolution and atomic
rearrangement catalytic processes.

In order to quantify the elemental composition change
during potential cycling, we performed X-ray fluo-
rescence (XRF) analysis on the as-obtained and elec-
trochemically tested catalysts (see Figure S4a). The
pristine NPs are rich in Ni and with a composition of
Pt14Ni86 (equivalent to PtNi6), evolving under electro-
chemical cycling into Pt-rich NPs with a composition of
Pt76Ni23 (equivalent to Pt3Ni). We note that Vegard's
rule is not followed well by the pristine Pt�Ni NPs
despite their chemically disordered (solid solution)
structure. The chemically disordered alloy model de-
rived unit cell parameter of 3.727 Å in Figure 2b thus
suggests a not completely random alloying in the
pristine NPs, which may well explain the ease with
which they transform into chemically ordered NPs
when subjected to catalytic reactions.

In summary, we have found evidence that not
completely random yet chemically disordered Pt�Ni
alloy NPs spontaneously transform into an ordered
Au3Cu type Pt�Ni alloy phase upon electrochemical
dissolution of Ni. This, to the best of our knowledge, is

the first time such an electrochemically induced atomic
ordering has been observed. AlthoughNi dissolved in a
large amount, some residual Ni atoms formed domains
coexisting with the ordered Pt�Ni alloy phase.

Structural Characterization of Pristine Carbon Supported
PtNi3 NPs. We selected carbon-supported PtNi3 as the
secondNP catalyst for our structural studies. This catalyst
showed high initial catalytic ORR activity, which was
further enhanced by electrochemical potential cycling.28

PtNi3/Vulcan catalyst was studied first as pristine
material. Anomalous Pt and Ni resonant ASAXS profiles
of the pristine PtNi3 NP catalyst (Figure S5a) were fitted
with a log-normal particle size distribution assuming a
spherical particle form factor. The particle size prob-
ability density function was extracted from the experi-
mental ASAXS data. The ASAXS-estimated particle size,
based on correlation lengths, is 3.1( 0.1 nm for Pt and
3.3 ( 0.1 nm for Ni species (see Figure 3a). Analysis of
the in-house XRD patterns yielded a particle size of
3.7( 0.3 nm (experimental data are shown in Figure S5b),
in good accord with the ASAXS results.

Again, the in-house XRD patterns exhibit broad
Bragg peaks that are positioned between the peaks
seen with pure bulk Pt and Ni. Hence, single alloy
particles are expected for the as-obtained PtNi3/C
sample. Particle size estimated from TEM images
(shown in Figure S5c) showed a log-normal size dis-
tribution (Figure S5d) centered at about 4.7 ( 0.8 nm
(number average) and a volume average mean size of
5.1 ( 1.0 nm. Figure 3b shows a comparison between
the size estimates obtained by the three different tech-
niques employed here. Again, particle sizes estimated by
TEMdeviatemost from those determinedwith the statis-
tically more representative XRD and ASAXS techniques.

Figure 3. Size characterization of a pristine PtNi3/Vulcan
catalyst: (a) probability density functions of the NP size,
obtained from resonant ASAXS curves for Pt (dotted line)
and Ni (solid line) species, respectively. (b) Comparison of
particle size estimates obtained by three different techni-
ques used in the present study.
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Structural Evolution of PtNi3 NP Catalyst during Activation,
Catalysis, and Potential Cycling. Applying the same elec-
trochemical potential stress protocol tests as for
PtNi6/Vulcan catalyst, the structural evolution of PtNi3
alloy NPs was also studied. A clear difference when
compared to the case of PtNi6 can be seen in the in situ
ASAXS data of PtNi3 catalyst (Figure 4a, experimental
data are shown in Figure S6). The difference is in the
trend of the resonant correlation length diameters.
Here both Pt and Ni species' diameters increase over
the first 1000 potential cycles. The Pt size increased
from an initial value of 3.4 ( 0.1 nm to 3.8 ( 0.1 nm.
The Ni size increased over the first 1000 cycles from
3.0 ( 0.1 nm to 3.5 ( 0.1 nm. However, during an
additional 500 cycles the Ni size decreased to a final
value of 3.1 ( 0.1 nm. The Pt and Ni diameters,
however, differ, indicating that the Pt and transition
metals (Ni) species rearrange somewhat differently
within the NPs during ORR reaction.

To obtain a better insight in the structural rearran-
gement in PtNi3 NPs caused by the electrochemical
treatment, we probed both fresh and used PtNi3 samples
with high-energy XRD coupled to atomic PDF analysis.
The respective atomic PDFs are shown in Figure 4b.
That of fresh PtNi3 particles may be well approximated
with a single-phase model based on the archetypal,
chemically ordered AuCu3-type structure. The PDF of
the used PtNi3 particlesmay be explained only in terms
of a mixture of two nanophases. We see a clear signa-
ture of plenty of Ni�Ni distances (Figure 4c). These are
not seen asmuch in the fresh sample, which, therefore,
may be called a typical chemically ordered alloy.
The observation of an excess of Ni�Ni bonds in the
used PtNi3 is a clear signature of dealloying or phase
segregation.

Taking into account the ASAXS-determined NPs' dia-
meters, the PDF findings for the PtNi3 catalyst may be
rationalized in terms of a rearrangement of initially che-
mically homogeneous alloy NPs to NPs with a core�shell
structure. Here Ni atoms do not leach out of the particle
completely since the thickness of Pt on the particle
surface increases. This is consistent with the formation
of a PtNi-core/Pt-shell structure of the treated catalyst.

Similar structural evolutionofPtNi3 alloynanoparticles,
which were studied before and after electrochemical
dealloying, was observed in a recently published study
of Gan et al.29 The results based on a STEM/EELS study
suggest a formation of Pt-rich shells surrounding PtNi
cores. A remarkable finding was that the particles with an
initial composition of PtNi3 do not behave as predicted by
a simple dealloying model, where the Ni concentration
shows a monotonic decrease of concentration from the
center to the surface of the particle. Gan et al. observe an
unusual Ni composition profile across the core, where an
enrichment of Ni atoms near the surface appeared.29

According to these results, our particles with similar initial
Ni content show an enrichment of the NPs shell with Ni
atoms during the first 1000 potential cycles, as indicated
by the increase of Ni diameter ASAXS data. Subsequently,
dissolution of Ni from this area remains the predominant
intraparticle structural process. The results are in full
agreement with previous studies on PtCu and PtCo alloy
nanoparticles.24,38,55

Furthermore, we estimated the element composi-
tion of fresh PtNi3 and electrochemically treated alloy
nanoparticles byXRF. TheXRFdata showanevolution of
the pristine Pt27Ni73 alloy catalyst to a Pt-rich Pt73Ni27
alloy (Figure S4b). We compared our findings with a
model suggested by Wang et al.23 The model data,
which include an experimentally estimated value for an
initially chemically homogeneous Pt25Ni75 alloy, reveals
the formation of a Pt-rich Pt87Ni13 catalyst. In this study a
PtNi-core/Pt-shell structure with a shell thickness of
>1 nm was deduced from experimental data and
supported by calculations. Our data show a similar
tendency for a PtNi-core/Pt-shell structure formation.
Additionally we find a shell thickness of approximately
1 nm, according to a comparison of the estimated sizes
of electrochemically treated PtNi3 particles.

Nanoparticle Structure, Composition, and Catalytic Activity.
On the basis of the experimental mean particle size
evolution for PtNi6 and PtNi3 NPs, we have obtained an
improved understanding of the structural transforma-
tions of Pt�Ni alloy NPs under electrochemical condi-
tions. Table 1 summarizes the most significant experi-
mental results, and the scheme presented in Figure 5
illustrates our new insights based on these values.

PtNi6 alloy NPs are characterized by Pt atoms dis-
solved in a Ni matrix (solid solution); see Figure 5a.
Exposure of Ni to acid electrolyte leads to a sponta-
neous dissolution of surface Ni atoms. Subsequent
electrochemical cycling leads to Ni surface dissolution

Figure 4. (a) Element-specific mean particle size evolution
during electrode potential cycling of the PtNi3 catalyst,
measured using in situ ASAXS, Pt-edge-derived mean size
(black circles), and Ni-edge-derived mean size (green
triangles). In (b) experimental (dots) andmodel atomic PDFs
(lines) for pristine and used PtNi3 are shown, while (c) shows
the low-r part of the atomic PDFs. The PDF models feature
chemically ordered (Pm-3m) and disordered (Fm3m) cubic-
type phases for the fresh and used NPs, respectively.
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and a rapid rearrangement of Pt and residual Ni atoms
until an ordered Au3Cu alloy structure type is formed.
ASAXS data confirmed that throughout the electroche-
mical cycling Ni atoms remained fairly uniformly dis-
tributed across the bulk of the NPs, keeping Pt surface
enrichments and Pt shell formations insignificant.

On the other hand, the electrochemical treatment
of pristine disordered PtNi3 alloy NPs promoted rapid
Ni surface dissolution yielding clear PtNi-core/Pt-shell-
type NPs of slightly smaller size, Figure 5b. The result-
ing phase-segregated Ni domains appear dispersed
within the core�shell NPs (not shown).

Compositional variations of the Ni-rich Pt�Ni NPs
toward Pt-rich NPs are in general agreement with
earlier findings by Wang et al.42 and Gan et al.29

However, in addition, our X-ray-based results provide
time-evolution insight into the elemental redistribu-
tion, revealing an unexpected electrochemically in-
duced metal ordering in NPs of high initial Ni content.

Electrocatalytic activity for the reduction of molec-
ular oxygen on dealloyed Pt�Ni NPs is closely tied to

the details of the surface and near surface structure of
the leached NPs. Enhanced catalytic ORR activity was
observed for porous,22,57 core�shell10,15,18,24,34,55 and
so-called skeleton structures.21,23,38 ORR activity values
of the materials considered here were reported else-
where.28 They confirm the findings of Gan et al.29 that
dealloyed PtNi3 core�shell NPs outperform leached
PtNi6 NPs with a negligibly small Pt-enriched shell.

Our study reveals never before reported structure
evolution in Pt�Ni NP catalysts caused by electroche-
mical potential cycling. The accuracy of our results is
enhanced by the usage of in situ and ex situ X-ray
scattering techniques capable of sampling a large
amount of NPs. Taking into account previous studies,57,58

the increasing ORR activity from NPs with PtNi6 com-
position to NPs with PtNi3 composition can be ex-
plained in terms of a structural rearrangement process
as follows: The electrochemical treatment of Ni-rich
Pt�Ni alloy catalyst first leads to a chemically ordered
alloy structure and then enriches theNP surfacewith Pt
species. The resultingNPswith Pt-enriched surface also
have compressed Pt�Pt interatomic distances due to
the underlying PtNi core.

CONCLUSIONS

Wehave investigated the chemical and atomic-scale
structural evolution of two Pt�Ni NP fuel cell catalysts
under electrochemical potential cycling conditions
using in situASAXS and ex situHE-XRD/PDF techniques.
These scattering techniques are complementary to
TEM-based real-space imaging methods and provide
unparalleled structural informationwith high statistical
accuracy.
Our results offer a clearer picture of how the NPs

evolve during the electrochemical activation and cat-
alysis. In pristine disordered PtNi6 alloy catalyst NPs,
Pt atoms are statistically distributed inside a face-
centered cubic matrix of Ni atoms. During electrochemi-
cal activation cycling, Ni surface atoms selectively leach
from the NPs, yet remain uniformly distributed thanks
to the large-scale Pt and Ni atom rearrangement.

TABLE 1. Summary of the Experimental Findings for Pristine and Potential Protocol Exposed PtNi Alloy Nanoparticles

PtNi6 pristine powder PtNi3 pristine powder

ASAXS Pt 3.6 ( 0.1 nm 3.1 ( 0.1 nm
ASAXS Ni 4.6 ( 0.1 nm 3.3 ( 0.1 nm
XRD 4.3 ( 0.4 nm, homogeneous alloy 3.7 ( 0.3 nm, homogeneous alloy
TEM num.-av (vol.-av) 3.2 ( 1.0 (4.6 ( 1.0) nm 4.7 ( 1.0 (5.1 ( 1.0) nm

PtNi6 treatment PtNi3 treatment

fresh treated fresh treated

in situ ASAXS Pt 3.6 ( 0.1 nm 3.8 ( 0.1 nm 3.4 ( 0.1 nm 3.8 ( 0.1 nm nm
in situ ASAXS Ni 3.9 ( 0.1 nm 4.0 ( 0.1 nm 3.0 ( 0.1 nm 3.1 ( 0.1 nm
HE-XRD/PDF fcc lattice of Ni with randomly

accommodated Pt atoms
ordered Pt3Ni (Au3Cu-type)
particles with Ni-rich domains

archetypal, chemically
ordered PtNi3 alloy

mixture of PtNi3 (majority)
and Ni (minority) phases

Figure 5. Schematic representation of Pt�Ni alloy nano-
particle evolution during electrocatalysis (a) for PtNi6/Vul-
can catalyst and (b) for PtNi3/Vulcan.
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Surprisingly, Pt and residual bulk Ni atoms rearrange
and form a chemically ordered Au3Cu-type Pt-rich alloy
phase. In contrast, disordered PtNi3 catalyst NPs leach

Ni more rapidly and evolve into PtNi-core/Pt-shell NP
structures, where compressive surface strain effects are
responsible for their higher catalytic activity.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Synthesis of PtNi6/Vulcan and PtNi3/Vulcan Catalysts. Details on

particle synthesis and electrochemical characterization are
described in our previous work.28 A polyol method, previously
described in the literature,9 was chosen to prepare PtNi alloy
nanoparticles. In 100 mL three-neck flasks, equipped with a
reflux cooler, 0.3 mmol of Ni(ac)2 3 4H2O (99.998%, Sigma Aldrich),
0.4 mmol of 1,2-tetradecanediol (90%, Sigma Aldrich), 0.3 mL of
oleylamine (70%, Sigma Aldrich), and 0.3 mL of oleic acid
(99%, Alfa Aesar) were added to 25 mL of diphenyl ether
(99%, Alfa Aesar). The reaction mixture was stirred for 5 min
under a nitrogen atmosphere, followed by raising the tempera-
ture to 80 �C. After about 30 min, the temperature was raised to
200 �C. At this temperature, 0.1 mmol of Pt(acac)2 (min. 48% Pt,
Alfa Aesar) dissolved in 1.5 mL of 1,2-dichlorobenzene (>99%,
Alfa Aesar) was added, and the reaction mixture was stirred at
200 �C for 1 h. Subsequently, the reactionmixture was cooled to
room temperature; 5 mL of dichloromethane (99.8%, Merck)
and 20 mL of ethanol were added to the cooled reaction
mixture. Separately, 78.1 mg of Vulcan XC 72R was mixed with
40 mL of toluene and was dispersed in an ultrasonic bath for
10 min. This suspension was added to the reaction mixture and
was stirred for 24 h at room temperature. The product was
centrifuged and washed three to four times with ethanol,
followed by drying in a freeze-dryer. The dried catalyst was
heated in a furnace in a N2 atmosphere at 230 �C and was held
there for 4 h to remove surfactants and enhance the atomic
mixing of Ni and Pt.

Transmission Electron Microscopy. For TEM sample preparation a
small amount of the synthesized powder was dispersed via
ultrasonication in 0.5 mL of iPrOH. A Cu grid with holey carbon
film was impregnated with 2 μL of the solution and air-dried.
TEM measurements were conducted using a FEI TECNAI G2

20 S-TWIN microscope, equipped with a GATAN MS794 P CCD
detector, which was operated by the accelerating voltage of
200 kV. TEM images were evaluated using ImageJ software.54

Histograms were produced from counting 200 particles and
fitted with a log-normal particle size distribution. The reported
values of mean particle size and standard deviation were
extracted from the fit.

Anomalous Small-Angle X-ray Scattering. Anomalous small-angle
X-ray scattering experiments were performed in situ at the
Berlin synchrotron facility BESSY II, operated by the Helmholtz
Zentrum Berlin, at the 7T-MWP-SAXS beamline. Data were
collected with a CCD of type MAR165 (Rayonix) using X-rays
of energies 11 490 and 11 560 eV below the Pt-LIII absorption
edge and X-rays of energies 8101 and 8330 eV below the Ni-K
edge, during an electrochemical treatment described in Table 2.
For the electrochemical treatment a catalyst powder suspen-
sion/ink was prepared, as described in the literature.28 In par-
ticular, a defined amount of the PtNi catalyst powder (5�6mg) was
dispersed in a mixture of 2.490 mL of unltrapure water
(Millipore), 2.490 mL of iPrOH, and 0.020 mL of a 5 wt %
isopropanolic Nafion solution. A carbon paper sheet was cov-
ered 10 times with 10 μL of the ink, respectively. The as-
prepared working electrode, a Pt-wire counter electrode, and
a 3 M Ag/AgCl reference electrodes were placed in an in situ
electrochemical cell (Figure S7),37 which was filled with 0.1 M
HClO4. Electrochemical potential control was carried out using a
Gamry ref-600 potentiostat. Scattering curves were collected
in situ and subsequently corrected for transmission and back-
ground. Fitting the experimental data was performed with
SASfit 0.93.2,55 assuming a logarithmic normal distribution of
hard spheres. A detailed description of fitting is reported
elsewhere.56

Data processing known as the Stuhrmann method is based
on calculations published by Stuhrmann et al.44 The authors

consider a mathematical relationship for several scattering curves
obtained at different energies to extract the element of interest
resonant term of scattering. As reported in the literature, an
essential equation for this purpose is

I(q; Ei) ¼ I0(q)þ 2f 0(Ei ) I0r(q)þ [(f 0(Ei )2 þ (f 00(Ei))2]Ir(q) ð2Þ
Here I0(q) is the nonresonant part of the scattering data, Ir(q) is
the resonant part, I0r(q) is the cross term of the resonant and
nonresonant scattering, and f0(Ei) and f00(Ei) are the scattering
factors at the energy Ei. In the Supporting Informationwe report
on the comparison of the ASAXS data analysis using the
Stuhrmann method (eq 2) and a simplified subtraction method
(eq 3) inspired by Haubold et al.45 The secondmethod was used
here for determination of resonant scattering curves. It is based
on the following equation:

Iresonant(q) ¼ I(q; E2) � I(q; E1); E1 > E2 (3)

In the our study ASAXS results obtained from the subtrac-
tion method are discussed.

High-Energy X-ray Diffraction Measurements. High-energy XRD
measurements were performed at the beamline 11-ID-C, at
the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne, using X-rays of energy
115 keV (λ = 0.1080 Å). Inks of the catalysts were dropped on
carbon paper and so subjected to the XRD measurements in
transmission geometry, with the inks facing the detector. The
XRD data were reduced to the so-called structure factors, S(q),
and then Fourier transformed to the corresponding atomic
PDFs G(r), using the relationship

G(r) ¼ 2
π

Z qmax

q¼ 0
q[S(q) � 1]sin(qr) dq (1)

where qmax = 28 Å�1 in the present experiments. The wave
vector q is defined as q = 4πsin(θ)/λ, where θ is half of the
scattering angle and λ is the wavelength of the X-rays used.
The structure function S(q) is related to only the coherent part of
the scattered X-ray intensities. Note, as derived, atomic PDFs
G(r) are experimental quantities that oscillate around zero and
show positive peaks at real-space distances, r, where the local
atomic density F(r) exceeds the average one, Fo. This behavior
can be expressed by the equation G(r) = 4πrFo[F(r)/Fo � 1],
which is the formal definition of the PDF G(r). High-energy XRD
and atomic PDFs have already proven to be very efficient in
studying the atomic-scale structure of nanosized materials,40

including chemical order�disorder effects.41,57

TABLE 2. Detailed Electrochemical Treatment of PtNi

Nanoparticles Supported on Vulcan for Structural in Situ

Characterization with ASAXSa

no. of

techniqueb technique

no. of

cycles

potential

range [V]

scan rate

[mV/s]

no. of

loops

1 ASAXS/CA 0.50
2 CV 3 0.05�1.10 50
3 ASAXS/CA 0.50
4 activation-CV 200 0.05�1.10 500
5 ASAXS/CA 0.05
6þn AST-CV 100 0.50�1.10 50 24
7þn ASAXS/CA 0.50 24

a Electrochemical techniques are abbreviated as CA (chronoamperommetry), CV
(cyclic voltammetry), AST-CV (acceleration stress test potential cycles). b n = 2, 4, 6,
8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24.
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Modeling Details. The experimental PDFs were fit with struc-
ture models based on chemically disordered (S.G. Fm3m) and
chemically ordered (S.G. Pm-3m) cubic-type atomic structures
exhibited by noble�transition metal alloys. In this type of
Bravais lattices based modeling a PDF for an infinite cubic
lattice is first computed. Then each of the coordination spheres
of the perfect lattice is broadened by a convolution with a
Gaussian function to take into account the presence of thermal
and static local atomic displacements in real nanoparticles. At
the same time the computed PDF is multiplied by a particle
shape (spherical in our case)-dependent function, which is zero
for distances longer than the size of the nanoparticles being
modeled. It is a simplistic approximation to the structure of real
NPs but is useful since it allows (i) to verify their type of atomic
ordering and (ii) obtain a set of structural parameters (e.g., lattice
constants and atomic displacement amplitudes) that may be
compared directly with those for the corresponding bulk
materials. The computations were done with the help of the
program PDFgui.58

X-ray Fluorescence Measurements. XRF spectra were collected
using a Bruker Tornado M4 spectrometer. X-ray source emitting
Cu KR radiation was operated at 35 kV, 800 μA. Fresh and
electrochemically treated (ASAXS study postmortem electrodes)
were irradiated under vacuum (19 mbar) with an X-ray beam
spot size of 22 μm. Each presented spectrum is a mean average
of 10 measurements with an acquisition time of 10 s each.
Element composition was determined in atomic % by integrat-
ing Pt and Ni resonant fluorescence peaks.
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